
Speaker Alvaro Kruger Ramos

Affiliation Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS)

Title Existences and non existences of complete area minimizing surfaces in E(-1,tau)

Abstract Recall that E(-1,tau) is a homogeneous space with four-dimensional isometry group which is given by the total space of a fibration over H2 with bundle 

curvature tau. Given a finite collection of simple closed curves Gamma in its asymptotic boundary, we provide sufficient conditions on Gamma so that 

there exists an area minimizing surface Sigma in E(-1,tau) with asymptotic boundary Gamma. We also present necessary conditions for such a surface 

Sigma to exist. This is joint work with P. Klaser and A. Menezes. 

Speaker Andrea Seppi

Affiliation Université Grenoble-Alpes

Title Rigidity of minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphisms between spherical cone surfaces

Abstract Minimal Lagrangian maps play an important role in Teichmüller theory, with important existence and uniqueness results for hyperbolic surfaces obtained 

by Labourie, Schoen, Bonsante-Schlenker, Toulisse and others. In positive curvature, it is thus natural to ask whether one can find minimal Lagrangian 

diffeomorphisms between two spherical surfaces with cone points. In this talk we will show that the answer is negative, unless the two surfaces are 

isometric. As an application, we obtain a generalization of Liebmann’s theorem for branched immersions of constant curvature in Euclidean space. This is 

joint work with Christian El Emam.

Speaker Clarice Neto

Affiliation Instituto Nacional de Matemática Pura e Aplicada (IMPA)

Title Compatibility of Nijenhuis operators with Dirac structures

Abstract We will introduce a notion of compatibility between Nijenhuis operators and Dirac structures extending the definition of Poisson-Nijenhuis and 

presymplectic-Nijenhuis structures introduced by Magri and Morosi in the context of integrable systems.  The main goal is to discuss the integration of 

Dirac-Nijenhuis structures to presymplectic-Nijenhuis groupoids, and present the important case when the Nijenhuis tensor is a holomorphic structure. 

The talk is based on joint work with H. Bursztyn and T. Drummond.



Speaker David Martinez Torres

Affiliation Pontifícia Universidade Católica (PUC-Rio)

Title Canonical domains for coadjoint orbits

Abstract The talk is about normal forms in symplectic geometry. More specifically, it discusses the normal form question around certain lagrangians of compact 

coadjoint orbits with their natural symplectic (Kahler) form. In this  particular setting of Lie groups we give up on flexibility that one usually finds in 

symplectic geometry and use Lie theory as the fundamental tool. The outcome of our construction in this rigid setting will be rather large (dense!) 

Weinstein neighbourhoods around the lagrangians. In other words, coadjoint orbits of compact Lie algebras will appear as symplectic compactifications 

of domains of cotangent bundles. Time permitting, we will also describe a symplectic duality of sorts between coadjoint orbits of compact Lie algebras 

and hyperbolic coadjoint orbits of associated non-compact semisimple Lie algebras.

Speaker Detang Zhou

Affiliation Universidade Federal Fluminense (UFF)

Title Rigidity of 4-dimensional shrinking Ricci solitons

Abstract The critical points of Perelman's W-functional are shrinking gradient Ricci solitons(SGRS).  It is well known that gradient Ricci solitons are generalizations 

of Einstein manifolds and basic models for smooth metric measure spaces. In this talk I will discuss the rigidity of  gradient Ricci solitons using Weyl 

tensor and  scalar curvature. The talk is based on the  joint works with H. Cao and E. Rebeiro, and with X. Cheng. The critical points of Perelman's W-

functional are shrinking gradient Ricci solitons(SGRS).  It is well known that gradient Ricci solitons are generalizations of Einstein manifolds and basic 

models for smooth metric measure spaces. In this talk I will discuss the rigidity of  gradient Ricci solitons using Weyl tensor and  scalar curvature. The talk 

is based on the  joint works with H. Cao and E. Rebeiro, and with X. Cheng.

Speaker Eva Miranda

Affiliation Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC-Barcelona)

Title Contact geometry, undecidability of certain fluid paths, the Navier-Stokes problem and 29000 rubber ducks lost in the ocean

Abstract The movement of an incompressible fluid without viscosity is governed by Euler equations. Its viscid analogue is given by the Navier-Stokes equations. In 

1992, 29000 rubber ducks were lost in the pacific ocean in a storm. They were travelling from Hong-Kong to Tacoma on a cargo ship. These rubber ducks 

have appeared in several parts of the planet many years after. The erratic trajectories of the rubber ducks (also known as friendly floatees) have been the 

object of several studies of currents in Oceanography (works of Curtis Ebbesmeyer and James Ingraham). In this talk, I will prove that certain fluid paths 

are undecidable. This would explain why it is undecidable to know where the friendly floatees would wash up. I will do this by constructing a 3-

dimensional Euler flow which is Turing complete. Undecidability of fluid paths is then a consequence of the classical undecidability of the halting problem 

proved by Turing in 1936. Our solution of Euler equations corresponds to a stationary solution or Beltrami field. In order to solve this problem, we will 

take advantage of the existence of a mirror reflecting Beltrami fields as Reeb vector fields of a contact geometry.  Thus, our solutions import techniques 

from Geometry to solve a problem in Fluid Dynamics. Our work is motivated by Tao's approach to the problem of Navier Stokes (one of the unsolved 

problems in the millenium list of the Clay institute) which I will also explain.



Speaker Magdalena Rodriguez

Affiliation Universidad de Granada

Title Slab Theorem and Halfspace Theorem for constant mean curvature surfaces in H2xR

Abstract In this joint work with Laurent Hauswirth and Ana Menezes, we prove that a properly embedded surface in H2xR with constant mean curvature 0<H≤1/2 

and an annular end can not be contained in any horizontal slab. Moreover, we show that a properly embedded surface with constant mean curvature 

0<H≤1/2 contained in H2x[0,+∞) and with finite topology is necessarily a graph.

Speaker Marco Gualtieri

Affiliation University of Toronto

Title Generalized complex geometry

Abstract After introducing the concept of a generalized complex manifold, I will explain some of the interesting recent advances in the subject, highlighting  key 

connections with Poisson geometry, shifted symplectic geometry and noncommutative algebraic geometry.

Speaker Rabah Souam

Affiliation Institut de Mathematiques de Jussieu-Paris Rive Gauche (IMG-PRG)

Title On stable capillary hypersurfaces

Abstract We will discuss stability of immersed capillary hypersurfaces, mainly when they have planar boundaries.



Speaker Rodrigo Barbosa

Affiliation Simons Center for Geometry and Physics

Title Special Fibrations of G_2-Manifolds from Gauge Theory

Abstract I will explain recent progress in a program, pioneered by Donaldson, to systematically construct coassociative fibrations of G_2-manifolds. These 

fibrations are analogs in G_2-geometry of holomorphic fibrations of Calabi-Yau threefolds. The analogy is strengthened further by the results to be 

discussed, namely, that such fibrations can be constructed from a Hitchin-like system on its base. For G_2-manifolds, the base is a real 3-dimensional 

oriented smooth manifold, and the relevant Hitchin-like system parametrizes smooth objects called "harmonic Higgs bundles".


